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including monitoring of system performance and reporting on quality control.  
Does the Town of Simsbury want the consultant to include the description of 
project approach/methodology and anticipated schedule with project milestones 
for these optional services also? 

Response: Respondents may provide a description and anticipated scheduled for these 
potential services, but they are not required to do so. 

 
Question: The Town is requesting electronic submissions.  Is a PDF file acceptable? 
Response: Yes.  
 
Question: The Scope of Services refers to “evaluation of signal strength readings as 

measured by consultant.”   Is the Town requesting measurements in specific areas 
or throughout the whole Town? 

Response: There are currently known problem areas with the public safety radio 
system.  The selected consultant should be prepared to evaluate the entire 
Town for radio coverage. 

 
Question: The Scope of Services refers to “Complete assessment of current radio system and 

operations” and later refers to video and data requirements.  Is the assessment by 
the selected consultant expected to include the video and data requirements of the 
Town? 

Response: The Scope of Services indicates that the selected consultant should “Review 
current technologies and provide a summary of potential use of different 
technologies inclusive of voice, video and data requirements.”  Technology 
has changed since the current public safety radio system was installed, and it 
continues to evolve. The intent of this language was to indicate that the 
selected consultant should have knowledge of new and emerging radio 
technologies and be able to make appropriate recommendations.   

 
Question: The Town requests a Fee Proposal.  It is assumed that the Fee Proposal should 

include the items in the first seven (7) bullets of the Scope of Services.  The items 
listed under the eighth bullet of the Scope of Services are contingent on the 
Town’s determination and the effort and associated fees will be highly dependent 
on the type of upgrade or replacement chosen.  Does the Town require that the 
Fee Proposal include fees for these services (listed in bullet number eight) at this 
time as well? 

Response: Respondents may provide estimated fees for these potential services, but they 
are not required to do so. 

 
Question: Would the Town be willing to reduce the required Umbrella Liability Policy 

requirement from $5 million to $2 million? 
Response: The Town’s preference is for Umbrella Liability with a minimum limit of $5 

million, but it is willing to reduce this requirement to $2 million for this 
project. 

 



 
 

Question: The calendar lists the week of August 6 as the proposed dates for respondent 
interviews.  That is the week of the annual APCO International Conference.  Is it 
possible to move the proposed interview schedule back one week?   

Response: Interview slots are currently being held by Town staff for the week of August 
6.  If a respondent is selected for an interview but is unable to attend an 
interview during the scheduled time slots, the Town will make efforts to 
accommodate accordingly.   

 
Question: The RFQ references measurements of signal strength readings.  Do you require 

signal strength sampling or do you require a full “drive test” of the entire 
coverage area?   

Response: The Town of Simsbury desires the maximum coverage of its public safety 
radio system.  To accomplish this, the consultant should determine the 
current signal strength throughout the town and be able to recommend 
solutions for problem areas.     

 
 

END 


